In this paper, we study the Dirac equation by Hörmander's L 2 -method. For Dirac bundles over 2-dimensional Riemannian manifolds, in compact case we give a sufficient condition for the solvability of the Dirac equation in terms of a curvature integral; in noncompact case, we prove the Dirac equation is always solvable in weighted L 2 space. On compact Riemannian manifolds, we give a new proof of Bär's theorem comparing the first eigenvalue of the Dirac operator with that of the Yamabe type operator. On Riemannian manifolds with cylindrical ends, we obtain solvability in L 2 space with suitable exponential weights allowing mild negativity of the curvature. We also improve the above results when the Dirac bundle has a Z2-grading. Potential applications of our results are discussed.
Introduction
In many geometric problems, it is important to determine the solvability of the linear equation
where D is a Dirac operator on some Dirac bundle. For example, the classical Dirac operator on spin manifolds ( [1] ), the Dolbeault-Dirac operator in Kähler geometry, and the twisted Dirac operator in the normal bundle of instantons (associative submanifolds) in G 2 manifolds ( [18] ). In general, it is not easy to know when (1) is solvable. For the Dirac operator on spin manifolds, a sufficient condition was given by the positivity of the scalar curvature, dating back to a theorem of Lichnerowicz. However, the positive scalar curvature condition is not always necessary, as the Dirac operator on spin manifolds has the remarkable conformal covariance property ( [10] ), and a conformal change of metric could make the scalar curvature negative somewhere. In this paper, starting with the Bochner formula, we establish weighted L 2 -estimates and existence theorems for the Dirac equation, just as Hörmander's L 2 -method for the∂-equation ([12] , [13] ). In applications of the L 2 -method, it is very important to construct good weight functions from geometric conditions ( [3] , [19] ∼ [21] and etc.). Sometimes one can gain "extra positivity" in suitable weighted L 2 -spaces to establish vanishing theorems.
Let λ S be the function on M defined in (16) , which pointwisely is the first eigenvalue of some curvature operator. For Dirac equations on 2-dimensional Riemannian manifolds, we have Theorem 1.1 Let S be a Dirac bundle over a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) and D be the Dirac operator. By constructing the weight ϕ from solutions of certain Dirichlet problem, we obtain the following Corollary, which essentially appeared in Theorem 2 of [2] : Corollary 1.2 If M is a compact 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary, then
where λ min (D 2 ) is the first eigenvalue of D 2 . Consequently, if
then for any f ∈ L 2 (M, S), there exists a section u ∈ L 2 (M, S) such that Du = f .
The corollary gives the solvability criteria for the Dirac equation on general Dirac bundles over two dimensional compact Riemannian manifolds. Its Z 2 -graded version (Corollary 7.3) has potential applications to the Fredholm regular criteria of J-holomorphic curves Σ in symplectic manifolds X, as the linearization of the non-parameterized J-holomorphic curve equation, modulo zeroth order terms, is (half of) the Dirac equation on the Dolbeault complex N Σ/X ⊕ N Σ/X ⊗ ∧ 0,1 (Σ), where N Σ/X is the normal bundle of Σ in X, and the Fredholm regular property corresponds to the solvability of (half of) the Dirac equation. Especially when X is a symplectic 4-manifold, condition (5) corresponds to the well-known Chern number condition of N Σ/X , which gives the "automatic transversality" for J-holomorphic curves Σ in X without any genericity assumption of J, and has nice applications to their moduli space theory (e.g. [11] , [23] ).
For spinor bundles over closed spin manifolds of dimension ≥ 3, Hijazi obtained ( [9] ) a lower bound of the spectrum of the fundamental Dirac operator in terms of the first eigenvalue of the Yamabe operator, with the help of the conformal covariance of the Dirac operator and the transformation law of the scalar curvature under a conformal change of the given metric. By introducing a new connection, Bär ([2] ) generalized this result, using a delicate technique of completing square, to any Dirac bundle over a closed Riemannian manifold.
As an application of Hörmander's L 2 -method, we construct weight functions by solving certain partial differential equations and give a new proof of Bär's results. Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 3 [2] ) Let S be a Dirac bundle over a compact ndimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) without boundary, and D be the Dirac operator, n ≥ 2. Then
where λ min (·) means the first eigenvalue,
Theorem 1.3 improves many vanishing theorems, which usually require pointwise non-negative curvature conditions. We relate the above theorem to the rigidity of instantons in G 2 manifolds, where the Dirac bundle is the normal bundle N A/M of a 3-dimensional instanton A in a G 2 manifold M (see Section 5 for their definitions).
In gauge theory, it occurs often that M are Riemannian manifolds with cylindrical ends (Definition 6.1), and exponential weights on the ends are frequently used to set up the moduli spaces (e.g. [4] , [22] ). On such manifolds we have the following existence theorem without assuming λ S is positive everywhere. Theorem 1.4 Suppose S is a Dirac bundle over a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with cylindrical ends, dim M ≥ 3. Suppose for some compact subset K, M \K is contained in the cylindrical ends, and there exist a constant α > 0 such that
Then there exists a constant β > 0 with the following significance: when
we have
Here δ 1 , · · · , δ m ≥ 0 are sufficiently small, δ = (δ 1 , · · · , δ m ) is the exponential weight (defined in (39)) for the cylindrical ends, and the constants C and C p are independent on f .
Note that the L 2 -solvability of the Dirac equation on a complete Riemannian manifold was established in Theorem 2.11 of [6] , with the assumption that λ S ≥ α > 0. Our theorem allows mild negativity of λ S on a compact domain K ⊂ M (as in (7)), when M is a Riemannian manifold with cylindrical ends.
Finally, for Dirac bundles with Z 2 -gradings, we establish similar results for the (half) Dirac operator D ± in Section 7, as this is important for many geometric applications. Using the Z 2 -grading (which always exists on Dirac bundles over even dimensional manifolds) we improve Bär's ( [2] ) first eigenvalue estimates of D on even dimensional manifolds (see Corollary 7.4 and Corollary 7.6).
We conclude the introduction by some potential applications. In [14] , we are going to generalize the integral condition (5) (or (52)) to give Fredholm regular criteria ("automatic transversality") of J-holomorphic curves in general symplectic manifolds, as the linearized operator for J-holomorphic curves is similar to the (half) Dirac operator D ± in Section 7. The criteria may be useful to study deformation of multiple covering J-holomorphic curves in Calabi-Yau manifolds. Since Hörmander's L 2 -method is not limited to Fredholm differential operators, it may be useful for the study of the symplectic Dirac operator ( [7] ), which is an analogue of the Riemannian Dirac operator on symplectic manifolds, while the symplectic spinor bundle is infinite dimensional and the operator is not necessarily Fredholm.
Dirac bundles and Dirac operators
In this section, we recall some basic facts of the Dirac operator and set up the notations . Let M be a smooth n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric g. Let Cl (M ) → M be the corresponding Clifford bundle, and let S →M be a bundle of left Cl (M )-modules with compatible metric and connection such that at any x ∈ M , for any unit vector e ∈ T x M and any s, s
where the · is the Clifford multiplication. Furthermore, for any smooth vector field X on M and smooth section s of S,
where on the right hand side, ∇ are the covariant derivatives of the Levi-Civita connection on M and a connection on S for the first and second terms respectively. (11) is called a Dirac bundle over M (Definition 5.2 [15] ) and has a canonically associated Dirac operator D such that for any section s of S,
where
is any orthonormal basis of T x M for x on M . On the Dirac bundle S we can define the canonical section R of Hom(S, S), such that for any smooth section s of S,
where R V,W is the curvature transform on S. Then we have the Bochner formula (c.f. Theorem 8.2 in Chapter II [15] )
Especially, when S is the spinor bundle over a spin manifold M , Lichnerowicz's theorem says
where R is the scalar curvature of (M, g). For later applications, for any x on M and R (x) ∈Hom(S x , S x ), we let the function
where R (x) is defined in (13) . Since R (x) is differentiable with respect to x on M , using the definition of eigenvalues by the Rayleigh quotient, it is not hard to see
3 The weighted L 2 -estimates Let S be a Dirac bundle over a smooth Riemannian manifold (M, g) and D be the Dirac operator. For any smooth sections s ∈ Γ(M, S) with compact support in, by (14) and integration by parts, we have
(We omit dvol g for integrals on M in this paper).
For any sections s and s ′ of S, let the weighted inner product of s and s ′ be
Let s ϕ = (s, s) ϕ and denote by L 2 ϕ (M, S) be the space of sections s of S such that s ϕ < ∞. We will drop the subscript ϕ when ϕ = 0. 
We will derive a weighted version of (17) . Let ∆ be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on (M, g).
Proposition 3.3 For any smooth section s of S with compact support and any
Let ε > 0 be a constant, we have
where C = n 2(n−1)+(n−2)ε . Especially, when n = 2 we have
Proof.
where in the last identity we have used (17) . We first rewrite M |∇σ| 2 as follows
For the last term, we have
where in the third line we have used Xf = div (f X) − f div X for the vector field X = ∇ (e −ϕ ) and function f = |s| 2 . From (23) and (24) , we obtain
For the term Re ∇ϕ · σ, Dσ , we have
where in the fourth identity we have used Lemma 3.2. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
Combining (22), (25), (26), (27) and using (18), we have
where ε is any positive constant. We have thus proved (20) . The inequality (28) also gives the estimate (19) .
To establish L 2 -existence theorem, we also need the following variant of Riesz representation Theorem: Lemma 3.4 (c.f. [12] ) Let T : H 1 −→ H 2 be a closed and densely defined operator between Hilbert spaces. For any f ∈ H 2 and any constant C > 0, the following conditions are equivalent 1. there exists some u ∈ Dom(T ) such that T u = f and u H1 ≤ C.
We have the following proposition of the L 2 -existence result for the Dirac operator.
Proposition 3.5 Let S be a Dirac bundle over a smooth Riemannian manifold (M, g) and D be the Dirac operator. Let ϕ : M → R be a C 2 function and ε > 0 be a constant such that
then there exists a section u ∈ L 2 ϕ (M, S) such that
where C = n 2(n−1)+(n−2)ε .
Proof. Fix some open subset Ω which is relatively compact in M , we restrict S to Ω and introduce
. We let the closed, densely defined operator
to be the maximal differential operator defined by the Dirac operator(acting on smooth sections) D : Γ(Ω, S) → Γ(Ω, S).
From Proposition 3.3 we have for any compact supported section s ∈ Γ(Ω, S),
(31) Since T * is given by the minimal differential operator defined by the formally adjoint operator D * ϕ : Γ(Ω, S) → Γ(Ω, S)(c.f. [13] for a more general result), we know that smooth sections of S with compact support in Ω are dense in Dom(T * ) with respect to the graph norm:
Because ϕ and ∇ϕ are bounded on Ω, (31) holds for any s ∈ Dom(T * ). Let f Ω ∈ L 2 ϕ (Ω, S). As we have proved that Proposition 3.3 is true for any s ∈ Dom(T * ), by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get the following estimate for any s ∈ Dom(T * )
Lemma 3.4 implies that there exists some 
The above uniform L 2 -estimate allows us obtain a desired solution of Du = f by taking a weak limit of {u ν }. The proof is complete. Remark 3.6 Different from the Bochner formula of the ∂-operator, for the Dirac operator D, only |Ds| 2 is involved on the left side of (17) . This simplifies the L 2 -estimates in our setting compared to [12] , as we only need the minimal extension of the Dirac operator D, for which the set of compactly supported smooth sections is dense in its domain with respect to the graph norm.
2-dimensional manifolds
We give the proof of Theorem 1.1. Proof. The first statement follows directly from the n = 2 case of Proposition 3.5.
For the second statement, by the first statement it suffices to prove that there is a ϕ ∈ C 2 (M ) such that ∆ϕ + 2λ S ≥ 0 on M and
We first construct some nonnegative proper exhaustion function ψ ∈ C 2 (M ) such that ∆ψ + 2λ S ≥ 1 on M . Since M is a noncompact 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold, there always exists a nonnegative exhaustion function φ ∈ C ∞ (M ) which is strictly subharmonic. Then, we choose a nonnegative function κ ∈ C ∞ [0, +∞) such that
Consequently, by the monotonicity of κ ′ and (34), we obtain ∆ψ + 2λ S ≥ 1 on M . Since κ(t) → +∞ as t → +∞, ψ = κ • φ is also an exhaustion function.
Now we construct the desired function ϕ satisfying (33). If we set Ω
Hence, we have constructed the desired the weight function ϕ satisfying (33) and the proof is therefore complete. 
So by Theorem 1.1, there is a L 2 section u such that Du = f . From (3) we have
By the Rayleigh quotient, the desired estimate λ 
Substituting the above identity into (19) and noticing Re s, ∇ϕ · s = 0, we have λ
and
Without loss of generality, we may assume ψ > 0 on M . Set
then Theorem 1.3 follows form (36) and (37).
An example of a Dirac bundle over a 3-manifold is the normal bundle of an instanton in a G 2 manifold. In Physics, G 2 -manifolds are internal spaces for compactification in M-theory in eleven dimensional spacetimes, similar to the role of Calabi-Yau threefolds in string theory. Counting instantons in G 2 manifolds is similar to counting holomorphic curves in Calabi-Yau threefolds.
Definition 5.1 A G 2 manifold is a 7-dimensional Riemannian manifolds (M, g) equipped with a parallel cross product ×. An instanton (or associative submanifold) A is a 3-dimensional submanifold whose tangent spaces are closed under the cross product.
Let N A/M be the normal bundle of A in M . Regarding N A/M as a left Clifford module over A with the G 2 cross product × as the Clifford multiplication, it is a twisted spinor bundle over A, with the normal connection ∇ ⊥ inherited from the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on M (Section 5 [18] ). All 3-manifolds nearby A can be parameterized by sections V of N A/M .
Given the cross product ×, one can define a T M -valued 3-form τ on M as
for u, v and w ∈ T M . Then A is an instanton if and only if τ | A = 0 (c.f. [8] ). Using τ McLean (Section 5 [18] ) defined a nonlinear function
such that instantons nearby A correspond to the zeros of F . He computed
where V ∈ A, N A/M , and D is the twisted Dirac operator on N A/M over A. Then he proved More detailed exposition of McLean's proof can be found in Theorem 9 and Section 4.2 of [17] .
We relate Theorem 1.3 to rigidity of instantons in G 2 manifolds, i.e. situation that the moduli space of instantons near A is a zero dimensional smooth manifold. and ∆ (A,g) is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on A with the induced metric from (M, g).
Corollary 5.3 If an instanton
Proof. Let S be N A/M and D be the twisted Dirac operator in Theorem 1.3. By our condition the kernel and cokernel of D :
is surjective (e.g. estimates between (36)∼(37) in [17] ), which in turn implies that D : 
Manifolds with cylindrical ends
Between the compact and noncompact cases, there is an important case of manifolds with cylindrical ends. There are many works of differential operators on such manifolds, going back to the work of Lockhart and McOwen ([16] ), and occurring often in gauge theory and low dimensional topology (e.g. [4] , [22] ).
Definition 6.1 Let (M, g) be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. We say it is a manifold with cylindrical ends if outside a compact subset, M consists of product Riemannian manifolds E ν ≃ [0, +∞) × B ν (ν = 1, 2, · · · m), where each B ν is a (n − 1)-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold. Each E ν is called a cylindrical end, and the [0, +∞) direction is called the cylindrical direction.
For analysis on cylindrical manifolds, one often needs the Sobolev space with exponential weights. In other words, one chooses a smooth weight function ϕ on M such that ϕ| Eν = −δ ν τ ν for some constant δ ν ≥ 0, and large τ ν (39) (ν = 1, 2, · · · m), and then defines the weighted Sobolev norm
where δ = (δ 1 , · · · , δ m ). Different choices of ϕ satisfying (39) only result in equivalent Banach spaces.
Proof. (of Theorem 1.4). Without loss of generality we assume M \K = ∪ m ν=1 E ν , where E ν are the cylindrical ends of M , (otherwise we can always enlarge K). We choose a smooth cut-off function ρ : M → [0, 1] such that ρ ≡ 0 on K, and on E ν ρ is a function of the variable τ ν in the cylindrical direction satisfying
Let µ > 0 be the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem
By the nodal domain theorem, we can find an eigenfunction function η > 0 on
> 0, from (41) it follows that for sufficiently large ε > 0
where γ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant to be determined. Let
We define a function h :
where the constants δ ν > 0 are to be determined. Then we define the weight function ϕ :
It is easy to check that ϕ is smooth and is globally defined on M . By (43) ∼ (45), for sufficiently small δ 1 , · · · , δ m ≥ 0 and sufficiently large ε > 0 , we have
see, consideration of the Z 2 -grading also improves eigenvalue estimates of the Dirac operator D on even dimensional manifolds.
By (13) we see the curvature operator R (·) splits as well:
where R + (·) ∈Hom(S + , S + ), and R − (·) ∈Hom(S − , S − ). Our main technical tool, Proposition 3.3, extends immediately to D ± :
Proposition 7.1 For any smooth section s of S ∓ with compact support and any C 2 function ϕ : M → R, we have
where C is the constant in Proposition 3.3. 
Proof. Consider the Dirac operator D
The remaining part of the proof is the same as Proposition 3.3, except that λ S is replaced by λ S − , where λ S ± (x) := the smallest eigenvalue of R ± (x)
at any x ∈ M . The proposition follows. 
then for any f ∈ L 2 (M, S ∓ ), there exists a section u ∈ L 2 (M, S ± ) such that D ± u = f .
As an immediate corollary, we improve the estimate for λ min (D 2 ) in Corollary 1.2 as follows. we have
where the operator L ± : = − n n − 2 ∆ + 2λ S ± .
By the argument in the proof of Proposition 3.5, using Remark 7.2, we have By applying Proposition 7.1 to s ∓ in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we have the following Corollary 7.6 Let S be a Z 2 -graded Dirac bundle over a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) without boundary, and D be the Dirac operator, n ≥ 2. Then
where L ± = − n−1 n−2 ∆ + λ S ± if n ≥ 3, and L ± = − 1 2 ∆ + λ S ± if n = 2.
